
A significant portion of consumer transactions are now conducted 
through digital channels. While the digital environment offers 
convenience for consumers, the rapid shift has increased 
exploitation by criminals which has resulted in an increase of due 
diligence reviews. Now more than ever, financial crime compliance 
teams need to find ways to reduce manual review time and drive 
operational efficiencies with effective compliance workflows.

Automate Your Customer Due Diligence for 
More Efficient Compliance Workflows

LexisNexis® Automated Risk Assessment for Financial Crime Compliance

https://risk.lexisnexis.com/ARA-FCC


Current automation addresses only part of the challenge
While current automation technologies can perform analysis on data to help inform financial crime 
compliance decisions and support efficiencies, most automation tools stop short of supporting 
individual financial crime compliance policies. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) can help with 
lower-level tasks, such as data entry and web scraping, but screening analysts are still left with 
manual decision tasks.

Automate decisions with LexisNexis® Automated Risk Assessment 
Unlock efficiencies in your financial crime compliance workflows by automating how your 
compliance analysts perform identity matching and risk decision-making. LexisNexis® Automated 
Risk Assessment empowers financial crime compliance analysts to significantly improve case 
completion rates, reduce the risk of research errors and make bots more efficient by:

DEVELOPING CUSTOM WORKFLOWS INCLUDING AN AUTOMATION INDEX

USING PRE-CONFIGURED CUSTOM WORKFLOW

 The process follows the 

same steps a human would take when performing verification or risk assessment tasks.

 Bots can quickly assess the overall transaction 

status and automation index to perform a verification and risk assessment.

 Limit the need for manual intervention.AUTOMATING PROCESSES

Benefits of LexisNexis Automated Risk Assessment

Optimize productivity – Improve analyst case completion rates and improve 
workflow performance

Save time – Eliminate up to 80% of time spent on manual review processes

Improve quality – Automation means transactions are treated with consistency

Reduce costs – Lower false positive rates and increase accuracy of risk ratings 

Accelerate time to value – Pre-configured to automate existing workflows in 
LexisNexis Risk Management Solutions® and LexisNexis® AML Insight™ online 
applications. Launches quickly to improve operational efficiency right away



Automated Risk Assessment provides a customizable and simple pass/fail 
indicator with reason codes

US E  CASE #1

Type of User Financial Crime Investigator/Analyst or Watchlist alert analyst 

Challenge
Implement a simplified solution that focuses on potential 
risky elements of an identity to guide investigation and 
compliance activities

Automated Risk 
Assessment Solution 

• Dashboard summarizes common risk indicators of an individual 
that can be markers of increased chance of money laundering or 
fraud risk 

• Customized view to focus on specific attributes or risk indicators 
that align with internal business processes 

• Appends full report content and suggests next steps to help guide 
investigation activities 

• Helps to eliminate the need to traverse multiple systems to gather 
sanctions, PEP, adverse media data and public records data on an 
individual 

• Streamlines and simplifies ability to export and attach all relevant 
investigative documentation and notes — including external 
web research

US E  CASE #2

Type of User Manager of analyst or investigator teams 

Challenge
Ensure the teams follow consistent processes to maintain 
compliance and minimize Personal Identifiable Information 
exposure to avoid potential security and privacy issues

Automated Risk 
Assessment Solution 

• Simplified interface is fit for purpose

• Expedites training of new team members 

• Ensures a consistent, repeatable process for identity verification, 
investigations and due diligence activities 

• Enhanced reporting for transaction history to better assess key 
performance metrics 

• Helps to eliminate the exposure of Personal Identifiable 
Information where not required to perform job function to avoid 
potential security and privacy issues



About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental 
entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range 
of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices 
throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for 
professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.

Our solutions assist organizations with preventing financial crime, achieving regulatory compliance, mitigating business risk, improving 
operational efficiencies and enhancing profitability.

LexisNexis Automated Risk Assessment provided by LexisNexis® Risk Solutions is not provided by “consumer reporting agencies” as that term is defined in the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and does not constitute a “consumer report” as that term is defined in the FCRA. LexisNexis Automated 
Risk Assessment may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, or employment or for any other eligibility purpose 
that would qualify it as a consumer report under the FCRA. Due to the nature and origin of public record information, the public records and commercially 
available data sources used in reports may contain errors. This document is for informational purposes only and does not guarantee the functionality or features 
of the LexisNexis Risk Solutions products identified. LexisNexis Risk Solutions does not warrant that this document is complete or error free. LexisNexis and the 
Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX Inc. Copyright © 2021 LexisNexis Risk Solutions Group. NXR15210-00-1021-EN-US

For more information call 800.658.5638 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/ARA-FCC

Reduce financial crime risk with LexisNexis Automated Risk Assessment
Expanded digital adoption is inevitable. To keep pace with increasing digital 
transaction volume, businesses need an effective compliance strategy that 
optimizes operational efficiency. Automated Risk Assessment can support your 
organization’s most critical financial crime compliance activities with data-based 
solutions that are practical, easily implemented and proven effective.
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